
MCC SALT/YAMEN Service Opportunity 

 

Assignment Title & Partner Organization: SALT/YAMEN: Health Educator & Administrative 

Assistant – Olepolos Health Dispensary 

       

Term: August 11, 2020 – July 17, 2021   

FTE: 1.0 

Location: Olepolos, Kenya       

Date Required: August 11, 2020 

 

Program information and policies can be found at mcc.org/salt or mcc.org/yamen 

MCC is an equal opportunity employer, committed to employment equity. MCC values diversity and 

invites all qualified candidates to apply. 

 

Synopsis:  

 

The SALT/YAMENer will serve in a health facility in administrative tasks and social programs that 

seek to positively impact the health and lives of the people who come to receive treatment and the 

community at large. The participant will be assigned to the front office, community health education 

(especially for youth, women and children) and assisting in hospital administration such as keeping 

medical records and assisting in the overall running of the facility.  

 

Qualifications:  

 

All MCC workers are expected to exhibit a commitment to a personal Christian faith and discipleship; 

active church membership; and nonviolent peacemaking. 

 

An invitation to an assignment is contingent on the successful completion of a criminal background 

check.  

 

• Minimum of a Bachelor of Science in medicine, nursing, or public health. 

• Work experience in the field of health facility running and youth outreach programs is 

preferred. 

• Ability to do routine hospital administrative tasks and accurate record keeping.  

• Passionate about health, not necessarily about medicine. Openness to formal and alternative 

ways of healing, including reliance on God.   

• Willingness and motivation to prioritize learning a new language. 

• Ability to work independently as assigned, or cooperatively as a team member.   

• Ability to carry out health talks within the facility and in the community. 

• Willingness to live in a rural area with limited amenities with a host family. 

• Willingness to attend/participate in a local church/Christian fellowship. 

• Willingness and ability to be flexible as assignment responsibilities may change or be refined 

over time based on partner need. 

 

Assignment Narrative:  

 

The SALT/YAMENer will serve at Olepolos Health Dispensary in all areas of the dispensary and social 

programs that seek to positively impact the health and lives of the people who come to receive 



treatment and the community at large. The health dispensary is a government run facility in Olepolos 

area where the members of the community get basic medical attention. More serious health related 

concerns are referred to the county hospital in Narok town.  

 

The SALT/YAMEN will participate in community health education (especially for youth, women and 

children) and assisting in hospital administration such as keeping medical records and assisting in the 

overall running of the facility.  

 

The SALT/YAMENer will live with a host family in a part of Olepolos that is Christian. However, 

there are areas where the traditional ways of worship are practiced. 

 

Duties: 

 

The SALT/YAMEN together with the staff at the dispensary will perform the following duties:  

 

• Organize and participate in health talks, devotions, children programs and other social 

activities related to health.  

• Assist the health professionals working at the dispensary in the routine general dispensary 

management and procedures.  

• Be involved in patient care (depending on qualifications).    

• Build the capacity of the community through community health education.  

• To attend/participate in the Olepolos Mennonite Church and any activities that might come up 

regarding the development arm of the church. 

• Being a part of the MCC Kenya Team and being fully involved in any activities that are 

required of the MCC Kenya staff, Such as team meetings and annual retreat. 

 

Location Description:    

 

Olepolos is located in Ololulunga, Narok County, along the Great Rift Valley. The County is named 

after, Enkare Narok, the river flowing through Narok town. It covers an area of 17,944 sq km and has 

a population of 850,920. The temperature range is 12 to 28 degrees Centigrade and the average rainfall 

range of 500 to 1,800 mm per annum. The Maasai Mara National Park, a famous tourist destination, is 

in Narok County. This park is home to the great wildebeest migration which is one of the “Seven New 

Wonders of the World”. It constitutes 6 sub-counties, namely: Kilgoris, Narok North, Narok South, 

Narok East, Narok West, and Emurua Dikirr. Narok town is the capital headquarters of the Narok 

County and stands as the primary center of commerce in the county.  

  

The area is hot and wet and in a relatively rural area. The placement is affiliated with a Mennonite 

congregation and the area is inhabited by the Maasai community. Most of the population is Christian. 

Transportation is via public means such as buses, small taxi “matatu” and motorbikes. The location is 

about 4 hours away by bus from the MCC office, which is in the capital city of Kenya, Nairobi. Cell 

reception is good, and one can access the internet via cellular service.  

 

Land issues and disputes are problems that have been experienced in Narok County for over five 

decades. Drought is also a significant challenge to the people because they are pastoralists and mixed 

farmers. Drought causes low yields, lack of animal feed and drying up of the seasonal rivers which pose 

a challenge in access to water for animal and household needs. Lack of markets to sell farm produce is 

a significant challenge to the people of Narok County. This forces them to sell their produce to brokers 



at low prices. The high costs of production, harvesting, and transportation, along with a lack of 

reliable markets have posed significant challenges to members of this community.  

 

Challenges:  

 

• There will be a language barrier to begin with because the placement is in a rural area inhabited by 

the Maasai tribe of Kenya. Communication in English will be limited, and the SALT/YAMENer 

will have to learn the Maa language to be able to communicate more effectively.  

• There may be challenges with internet connection and speed for personal and work use.  

• There will be limited contact with people outside of the local community. The area is far from the 

city and the closest town is Narok which is a small town compared to Nairobi. We advise the 

SALT/YAMENer to make connections with the people around the community so that they don’t 

feel isolated. The MCC Kenya staff in other locations will keep in touch as often as possible.  

• There will be significant cultural differences such as gender roles and stereotypes. This being a 

rural area, the Maasai traditions and culture will take precedent when it comes to how to act and 

will impact living conditions. We ask the SALT/YAMENer to keep an open mind and always seek 

clarification if they are unsure of how to act. 

• The candidate will have to use public transportation to get to work and home. During the hot 

months it can be uncomfortable and hectic in the rainy months. 

• Distance to emergency medical care. Canada/U.S. standard of dental and medical care not available 

in Olepolos; however, it is available in Nairobi. Professional counselling and mental health services 

are not available in Olepolos; however, counselling is available in Nairobi. 

• There is a certain level of insecurity particularly during times of election where ethnic tensions are 

high.  MCC continues to assess and work on issues of security but also continues to rely on Kenyan 

neighbors and colleagues for advice and support. The SALT/YAMENer will live with a family in a 

part of Olepolos that is Christian. Adhering to advice from MCC, the local partner, and the host 

family will help to mitigate any threats posed to an individual security.  

• The Kenyan society is highly conservative. A large majority of people hold negative views of 

LGBTQ+ people. Homosexuality is largely considered to be taboo and against cultural values and 

morality. Leaders within the dominant religions in Kenya: Catholic, Anglican, Pentecostals and 

Islam, all condemn LGBTQ+ identity as signs of corruption, disease, and immorality. The Kenya 

Mennonite Church holds the same view on the issue. Therefore LGBTQ+ individuals will find it 

difficult to find support within the local context.  

• Managing frustration when things don’t turn out as expected can be hard. While we do our best to 

determine and outline job responsibilities with our local partners, assignments really come alive 

based on the passions, skills, and giftings of an individual. Responsibilities may change or be 

refined over time in communication with supervisors to meet the ongoing changes and needs within 

a local context. As such, the greatest characteristics a participant can bring to an assignment are 

adaptability, flexibility, patience, a willingness to get your hands dirty, and humility to complete 

even mundane tasks. 

• For those who are very task-oriented, it can be a challenge to recognize the importance of "being" 

instead of always "doing" as building healthy relationships and mutually transformative learning is 

an important part of the participant experience. We hope participants will come with a desire to 

walk alongside our local partners, rather than see the assignment solely as a way to "get things 

done".  

 

 

 

 


